PROSPECTUS

of

ARTEMISA MINES FINANCE CORP.

Denver, Colorado
Suite 206 Flat Iron Building
THE ARTEMISA MINE AT ARIZPE IN THE STATE OF SONORA, MEXICO, ONLY 117 MILES FROM THE
THE GREAT SMELTERS AT DOUGLAS, ARIZONA, WILL PRODUCE UPWARDS OF FIFTEEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS A DAY IN NET PROFITS AS SOON AS PRESENT DEVELOPMENT WORK IS COMPLETED,
ACCORDING TO CAREFUL ENGINEERING ESTIMATES RECENTLY MADE. HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF TONS OF GOLD, COPPER, SILVER, LEAD AND ZINC ORES ARE
ALREADY BLOCKED OUT. MINING COST IS LESS THAN $1 A TON, WITH
VALUES RUNNING FROM $45 TO $3,161.90 A TON!

ARTEMISA is in the Heart of the Sonora Metallurgical Belt, One of the Most Richly
Mineralized Areas on the Face of the Earth. Two of its Neighbors are the Famous
Cananea and Nacozari Properties, Which Have Between Them Produced About a
Billion Dollars Worth of Freshly Mined Metallic Wealth. Cananea Stock,
Representing a Property That Was Not Nearly as Rich as Artemisa at
the Same Stage of Development, Arose from 50¢ to $200 per Share!!

Dear Friend:

Once in the life of every man there comes an outstanding opportunity on which, if he
grasps it, he may ride on to ease and fortune; but which, if neglected, becomes in
later years of adversity and struggle, only a regretful memory.

As your eye follows this line of type across this sheet of paper which has come to
you from a man whom you have never seen, Destiny stands at your shoulder. What will
you do? Will you stop here and throw the letter into the waste basket, the fire,
the stove, or whatever happens to be handy? Or will you continue to read? From a pile
of ordinary mail, of ordinary investment offers, will you pick out this opportunity
to achieve REAL WEALTH as a skilled miner washes gold from useless gravel?

It is written, "Hope deferred maketh the heart sick." Have you put your hard-won
savings into propositions which have promised you immense profits almost overnight,
only to find that after waiting weary months and years, honeyed promises had turned
into the Dead Sea fruit of loss?

If you have, what of it? We have all made, at one time or another in our lives,
investments or speculations which have not turned out as we hoped they would.

Life is a gamble. Love is a gamble. Marriage is a gamble. Politics is a gamble. Business is a gamble.

It used to be said that only one thing is certain -- taxes. Nowadays, however, that
saying is no longer entirely true, for there is a second thing that is ABSOLUTELY
CERTAIN.
And that second thing is the price paid for GOLD. It is $20 per ounce. It is fixed by law. Any of the great Mints maintained by the Government of the United States in various parts of the country, will pay that price for gold. Not only that, they do it gladly. After paying for your gold, they will ask if you haven’t more, so that they can pay you for that, too, for no man-eating tiger that roams the jungle ever had an appetite as insatiable as the Government’s appetite for gold.

As a consequence, the demand for gold is always greater than the supply, -- always has been and in all probability always will be. There is never any question about making money from gold. The trouble is in finding the gold. WE HAVE FOUND IT FOR YOU, and along with it Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in almost fabulous quantities. And here we come to the point of this letter which I have written you. We need a few thousand dollars to get mining operations under way on a substantial scale and start the gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc that we have found to market.

WE ARE NOW ENGAGED IN RAISING THOSE DOLLARS. WE ARE GOING TO HAVE THEM SOON. WHEN WE DO, AND HAVE OUR IMMENSELY RICH ORE ON ITS WAY IN HUGE DAILY TONNAGES FROM THE MINE TO THE MILL AND SMELTER, THE OFFER IN THIS LETTER WILL NO LONGER BE IN EXISTENCE!

The best way to arrive at accurate knowledge is through comparisons, as everything in the world, as we all know, is comparative. Let us, therefore, compare the ARTEMISA properties with those of the Homestake Mining Company in the Black Hills of South Dakota, which are now considered the greatest gold mining properties in the 48 states of the Federal Union.

Homestake stock was selling at 25¢ per share in 1877. In January, 1878, it started paying cash dividends of 50¢ per share PER MONTH -- 200% EVERY THIRTY DAYS! IT HAS PAID THIS EVER SINCE, WITH ONLY THREE BRIEF INTERRUPTIONS. IN ADDITION, IT USUALLY PAYS ABOUT TWO EXTRA DIVIDENDS EVERY YEAR OF $1 EACH -- AND LAST MONTH IT RAISED ITS MONTHLY DIVIDEND RATE FROM 50¢ TO 65¢ PER SHARE! THINK OF IT! THIS STOCK, ONCE SELLING AT 25¢ PER SHARE, SELLS NOW AT SOMEWHERE BETWEEN $118 AND $120 -- AND IS WORTH EVERY DOLLAR OF THE PRICE.

The total original investment that started Homestake, amounted to about $200,000. With that investment, the properties have produced about $378,000,000.00. Each single dollar of Homestake’s original capital has produced $1,890.00 in wealth.

BUT MOST INTERESTING OF ALL IS THIS: THE GOLD CONTENT OF THE HOMESTAKE ORES HAVE AVERAGED FROM $3.72 TO $6.17 PER TON TO $3.72 TO $6.17 PER TON. NEVER HIGHER.

NOW------ACTUAL ASSAYS OF VALUES IN THE ARTEMISA ORES SHOW THAT LEAD VALUES ALONE ARE FIVE TIMES THE VALUE OF HOMESTAKE’S GOLD VALUE PER TON, ZINC VALUES ALONE ARE OVER FOUR TIMES AS MUCH, SILVER SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY TIMES AS MUCH, AND GOLD TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-TWO TIMES AS MUCH!!!

AND WHAT IS MORE---YOU CAN GET STOCK IN ARTEMISA NOW FOR EXACTLY WHAT YOU COULD HAVE BOUGHT STOCK IN HOMESTAKE IN 1877---25¢ PER SHARE!

Facts are facts, values are values, gold is gold. Gold mined in Mexico is JUST AS VALUABLE AND COSTS LESS TO MINE than gold mined in the United States. So the profits from Mexican gold are GREATER than from gold mined in the United States, because mining costs are lower.

And here are a few more facts:

ARTEMISA MINES are in the State of Sonora, Mexico,---BUT THEY ARE ONLY 117 MILES SOUTH OF DOUGLAS, ARIZONA. The Company is incorporated under the laws of the State of
Arizona. Capitalization is $1,000,000. Par value of the stock is 10¢ per share. Price at present is 25¢ per share. It is all fully participating, fully paid and non-assessable common stock. Company owns its valuable mining ground outright, and has a clear title thereto. Legal description of the property is as follows: "Patent No. 12386 under date of September 27, 1900, Arizpe Mining District, State of Sonora, Republica of Mexico." Company has no debts. Developments now under way and rapidly nearing completion are being financed through sale of Treasury stock at 25¢ per share. Active work at present is in an area of 24½ acres, with an additional 140 acres annexable. The main tunnel is in 512 feet in SOLID ORE AND THERE IS NO SPECULATION OR GUESSWORK ABOUT ARTEMISA ORE VALUES, WHICH ASSAY FROM $45 TO $3,161.90 PER TON!

Over $100,000 has already been spent in the development. Present financing is for the purpose of adding milling and power capacity to enable the Company to handle 1,000 tons of ore per day.

Careful engineering estimates indicate that ARTEMISA has over 40,000,000 tons of rich ore in the main vein alone --- ENOUGH TO SUPPLY 1,000 TONS A DAY FOR OVER 100 YEARS!

The latest assays from the main vein, which is solid ore over 30 FEET THICK, are as follows:

- Lead, 28% per ton.
- Zinc, 29% per ton.
- Silver, 7,383.7 ounces per ton ($2,214.90) at present price.
- Gold, 47.35 ounces ($947) per ton.

Watch Silver! We believe it will be 60¢ an ounce by the first of the year, and $1.00 an ounce before you celebrate another Fourth of July. The above assay was computed at 30¢ an ounce, --- the present price.

If you have the time, get in your car and run down to ARTEMISA. It's only about 100 miles south of the American border, among as industrious and pleasant a people as you would ever want to see, AND LET US SHOW YOU THESE VALUES IN A BIG VEIN OVER 30 FEET WIDE THAT RUNS ALONG FOR HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF FEET, CARRYING MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF PRECIOUS AND USEFUL METALS --- WEALTH BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS!!! UNBELIEVABLE TILL YOU SEE IT AND TOUCH IT WITH YOUR OWN HANDS!! IN ALL THE WORLD THERE IS NO OTHER MINE LIKE ARTEMISA!

And why should there be? The late Cecil Rhodes, one of the greatest mining men who ever lived, said of Mexico: "I am not blind to the consensus of opinion as expressed by scientists and experts that Mexico will one day furnish the Gold, Silver, Copper and other minerals that will build the empires of tomorrow and make the future cities of this world veritable Jerusalems."

Are you awake to the revenue from the rising tide of the world's wealth from the mines of Mexico? THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF INTERESTS IN THE WEALTH OF ONE OF THE RICHEST MINES IN MEXICO!

No man deserves wealth who does not earn it in one way or another. ARTEMISA prosperity is going to be enjoyed only by those who put their shoulders to the wheel RIGHT NOW, depression or no depression, and HELP.

We want you with us. We want you to help us. If you do, we will do our part to bring you returns on your investment that we believe will seem like a miracle to you, will
open your eyes as nothing ever has before to the tremendous golden wealth that is constantly flowing across the border from Mexico.

You can buy ARTEMISA stock either for cash, or on a basis of one-fifth cash, balance in four equal monthly payments of one-fifth each, at 25¢ per share. No cash orders will be accepted for less than 50 shares, and no deferred payment orders for less than 200 shares. The larger your order, the larger is your share in the wealth of ARTEMISA.

In subscribing to stock of this Company, you are not gambling or speculating in an unproven, untried proposition, YOU ARE ASSISTING IN THE PURCHASE OF MACHINERY FOR PUTTING ONE OF THE RICHEST GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC MINES IN THE ENTIRE WORLD INTO A PRODUCTION OF 1,000 TONS DAILY, FROM WHICH NET PROFITS SHOULD BE TREMENDOUS.

If you never put your last dollar into a proposition, DO IT NOW. You aren’t betting on a race, an election, or an untried, unproven, uncertain proposition such as an undrilled oil well or an unexplored mine; YOU ARE INVESTING IN PROVEN VALUES WHICH INCLUDE GOLD ORE ASSAYING $947 TO THE TON.

GOLD can make money for you; GOLD can protect your old age and your children from want AS INVESTMENT IN NO OTHER COMMODITY CAN!

Don’t pass up this wonderful opportunity. THE OFFER IS UNUSUAL. ARTEMISA HAS THE LARGEST RICH VEIN OF GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC KNOWN TO EXIST ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

Get your order at 25¢ per share in the mail TODAY.

Sincerely yours,

ARTEMISA MINES FINANCE CORPORATION,

President.

P. S. Here is Opportunity. Are you going to be satisfied to glimpse her from the edge of the crowd, or are you going to step up and take her by the hand?
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